COVID-19 continued to reshape personal and professional decisions last year for everyone across the country and Arts of Life was no exception. In spite of the uncertainty the pandemic brought, we were overjoyed to begin welcoming artists back into our studios after months of isolation. We were ready to get back to work and take stock of what matters the most: our relationships, our art practice, and our values.

After 21 years of continuous growth, Arts of Life paused to fundraising. The agility we were forced to use during the pandemic advanced the creative arts community. In the face of great need, our community stepped up and our relatively new emergency relief program, My Life, served over 4000 individuals.

With your unconditional support, we were able to retain all staff and continue to give back to our community. In honor of Cole Fox, In honor of Charles P. Fox, In honor of Michael deMeuse & Bobby Verran, In Memory of Veronica Cuculich, In honor of Laclair Ferguson, In Memory of John Schmid, In Memory of Frances Roberts, In Memory of Tony Paris, In Memory of Veronica Cuculich, In honor of John Schmid, In Memory of Frances Roberts, In Memory of Tony Paris, In Memory of Veronica Cuculich, In honor of John Schmid, In Memory of Frances Roberts, In Memory of Tony Paris, In Memory of Veronica Cuculich, In honor of John Schmid, In Memory of Frances Roberts, In Memory of Tony Paris, In Memory of Veronica Cuculich.

Thank you for making the world a much better place. I admire the honing of your talents and passions, the method of organization, offering of community and respect, and giving everyone’s voice a place.” —Current Anonymous Supporter